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Summary 
In this paper, we describe the architecture and implementation of 
a framework to perform content based search of an image 
database, where content is specified by the user at one or more of 
the following three abstraction levels: pixel, feature, and 
semantic. Query based Image Acquisition System deals with 
query passing, query parsing, SQL query generation and image 
retrieval. The image is retrieved just based on the query given by 
the user. It provides a user friendly interface for user to pass his 
query. The required image is returned to the user based on his 
query by performing a search on the database. All this procedure 
is carried on in semantic level.  This framework is well suited for 
searching scientific databases, such as satellite image, medical, 
and seismic data repositories, where the volume and diversity of 
the information do not allow the apriori generation of exhaustive 
indices, but we have successfully demonstrated its usefulness on 
still-image archives. 
Key words: 
Progressive Searching, Content Based, Templates, DWT, Texture 
Analysis. 

1. Introduction 

In general, there exist three different levels of abstraction 
at which images can be defined and searched -semantic, 
feature, and pixel. For instance, one can search for images 
containing houses (semantic level), regions with a 
specified texture (feature level), or  pixel-by-pixel. Objects 
at each level can be either pre-extracted and indexed (an 
index is a data structure designed to allow efficient 
retrieval) when new images are placed in the data 
repository, or evaluated at query time by analyzing pre-
extracted information or even the images themselves. 
Current systems tend to pre-extract as much information 
as is practical, in order to allow efficient indexing and 
access to the desired information.  
 
Pixel level cannot be used to retrieve the images because 
of type and resolution mismatch. This system will 
overcome this problem by converting the images of 

different types and resolutions into a  raw image by using 
different decoding techniques and match it with the 
database images.  Because this has been prohibitively 
expensive, most systems avoid the use of pixel level 
techniques on large archives.  
 
Feature based search targets particular features such as 
texture which include either by providing sample images 
from which feature vectors for search are extracted, or by 
explicit specification of feature values or ranges.   
 
In the semantic abstraction level of image extraction we 
have to classify and assign labels to distinct objects.  
 
Semantic objects are typically predefined by applying 
classification algorithms to image features (such as texture 
or spectral histograms), or to the original data.  
 
Extraction of features from pixels and of semantic objects 
from features are lossy operations. Although each higher 
level of abstraction improves search efficiency by 
reducing information volume, there are corresponding 
losses of accuracy. For this reason, it is necessary to 
provide mechanisms that support searches specified at all 
of these abstraction levels. 
 
 At the present time, there are many systems that perform 
indexing of image or video through the use of low-level 
image features such as shape, color histogram and texture. 
Prominent examples for photographic images include IBM 
QBIC[1], the MIT PhotoBook[2], VisualSeek from 
Columbia University[3,6], and the Multimedia Datablade 
from Infomix/Virage [4]. These techniques have also been 
applied to specific application domains, such as medical 
imaging[3], art, and video clips[5,7,8,9]. All of these 
examples rely on a preprocessing stage in which 
appropriate features are extracted and indexed. Although 
pre-extracted features and/or semantic objects permit 
efficient indexing schemes, they do not allow searching 
with all possible query semantics. To support a wide range 
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of content-based queries, we must allow the user to form 
new semantic categories and/or new feature definitions.  
 
The goal is to explore technologies that will facilitate the 
storage, query, and retrieval of images from large digital 
libraries by a diverse community of users. It is necessary 
to provide users the capability to dynamically define new 
features and objects, and interactively specify and refine 
the target for content-based search of the image data. Thus, 
to extract the content dynamically defined by the user, we 
need the ability to analyze the raw images in the repository 
at query time. But the large size of the images stored in 
typical scientific repositories and the complexity of the 
operations involved make it impossible to use traditional 
image- processing operations in an interactive system. To 
overcome this difficulty, an extendible framework have 
developed (called a progressive framework) in which the 
search targets are specified at one or more different 
abstraction levels. 
 
Organization of rest of the paper is  as follows. Section 2 
describes about detailed System Architecture, section3 
about compression using Discrete Wavelet Transform, 
section 4 describes about our modified work which 
includes Texture Analysis, Classification, Semantic Level 
matching. In section 5 Query Based image retrieval results 
are shown and section 6 includes discussions and 
conclusions. 

2. System Architecture 

Figure 1, shows system architecture and detailed 
architecture is shown in Figure 2. As shown in the 
following figure 1, the system has a client-server 
architecture, with communication between client and 
server over the internet. The client program is a Java 
program, which allows the user to navigate through the 
image database, to construct content-based queries and to 
specify the format for visualizing query results. The server 
architecture is centered on a query parser, that operates on 
features and objects that are both pre-extracted and 
computed at query execution time. The client issues 
queries that are translated into programs and parsed by the 
query parser. In this section, the architecture and the basic 
functionality of content-based search system is described. 
As shown in Figure, system is composed of a client and a 
server using the http protocol to communicate across the 
Internet. 

 
     

Figure 1:Proposed Architecture 
 

 
Pre-extracted objects or features are stored in a database. 
The schema of the database is shown in the following 
figure, and consists of the following three components: 
  

• Metadata Table: which contains information 
such as the coordinates of the bounding box of 
the image, instrument type, date of generation, 
and other relevant information. This information 
is used to perform initial pruning of the search 
space based on location, date and resolution. 

• Object Table: which records the object type and 
geographic coordinates of all the pre-extracted 
objects. 

• Feature Table: which records the feature vectors 
extracted from the images. Currently, the table 
stores 8 different texture features including 
fractal dimensions. 
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Figure 3: Schema of Database 

3. Compression and progression 

The first step of a large class of compression algorithms is 
a transform, such as the discrete cosine transform (DCT) 
used in both JPEG[10] and MPEG, or the discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT)[11] that improves the compression 
performance by concentrating most of the information (i.e., 
most of the energy) in a few transform coefficients[18]. 
The transformed data is then "thresholded" (i.e., values 
less than a specified threshold are changed to zero) in 
order to eliminate the coefficients that are close to zero, 
quantized, and finally coded using lossless compression 
techniques. The thresholding and quantization steps in 
existing lossy compression standards such as JPEG are 
usually designed to minimize the perceptual difference 
between the original and the stored data. However, 
quantization schemes can be selected to best suit the 
requirements of the intended applications.  
 
Applying query and retrieval operations directly on lossy 
compressed data generally leads to improved 
computational efficiencies along two fronts:  
 

• The required I/O bandwidth between storage 
units and CPU is   significantly reduced.  

• The features and properties of the data can be 
emphasized by the   transform step of the 
compression scheme.  
 

In particular, query operations (e.g., analysis, retrieval, 
evaluation, transmission, and visualization) on image can 
be staged progressively to minimize the total execution 
time as follows: Instead of operating on an entire image, 
the algorithm first analyzes small, selected portions of the 
transform and, on the basis of this information, decides 
whether the image can satisfy the query. Images that do 
not satisfy the query are quickly discarded; the others are 
further analyzed by accessing additional portions of the 
transformed data and the process is repeated. At each step, 
the search space is progressively refined. 
 
 
 

Wavelet-based compression  
 
The system uses a transform-based image-coding scheme, 
which we call multiresolution compression for image 
analysis[16](MCIA), that simultaneously yields lossless 
and lossy compression. The structure of our algorithm is 
shown schematically in Figure 4. It consists of a lossy 
component and a lossless component; the lossy component 
uses DWT coding followed by quantization of the 
transform coefficients and lossless coding of the quantized 
values. To achieve lossless compression, we compute the 
difference between the lossy image and the original image, 
to produce a residual image, which is then coded in a loss 
less way. 
 

 
 
 A Wavelet Transform is used , such as the Daubechies bi-
orthogonal symmetric wavelets of order 4 (although the 
system supports a large variety of wavelets). If the original 
data is stored in integer format, these filters allow perfect 
reconstruction; i.e., the transform step is perfectly 
invertible (of course, if the original data is stored as real 
numbers and the computation is performed with finite 
precision, rounding errors might prevent perfect 
reconstruction). The wavelet transform takes as input an 
image and produces a matrix of coefficients with the same 
number of rows and columns. This matrix is divided into 
portions called sub-bands, which, from the signal-
processing viewpoint, are obtained by separating different 
spectral components using linear filtering operations, and 
sampling the results.  
 
The coefficient matrix is quantized[18]  using a uniform 
scalar quantization scheme. A different number of bits for 
each coefficient is allocated for each subband. Since 
quantization results in a loss of information, this step is the 
(only) lossy portion of our coding scheme. The quantized 
subbands are then losslessly coded independently by 
means of  predictive coding followed by a fixed-model 
two-pass arithmetic coding[10,19]. These two steps are 
denoted by EC (entropy coding) in the figure. The 
resulting lossy compressed image requires ten to twenty 
times less space than the original, without displaying 
appreciable artifacts.  
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The residual is computed by inverting the DWT of the 
quantized wavelet coefficients and calculating the 
difference between that and the original image; this 
difference is then losslessly encoded, using DPCM 
followed by arithmetic coding. The residual contains 
information that is difficult to predict (hence to compress), 
such as the sensor noise in satellite images. Thus, the 
residuals account for most of the storage requirement.  
 
a) 

 
b) 

  
Figure 5 

a) Original Black & White Image 
b) After compression 

 

 
Figure 6: Color Image after compression 
 
Figures 5 & 6 shows the results of DWT, IDWT and 
residual and compressed images for B/W and color images. 
Energy, Coarseness, Entropy, Contrast values are defined 
in eqns.(1),(2),(3),(4). Histogram values, Entropy, Energy, 
Dispersion, Contrast, Homogeneity values for B/W and 
color images are shown in Figures 7 & 8 
 
Energy: 
           ..(1) 
 

CCooaarrsseenneessss::     .    ..(2) 

 
 

Entropy 
          ..(3) 
 

Contrast: 
 
                    ..(4) 

 
a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
c) 

 
 
d) 

 
 
Figure 7 

a) Original black and white image 
b) Histogram values for B/W Image 
c) Entropy, Energy, Dispersion, Contrast, 

Homogenety, values for B/W Image 
d) Color Image 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Figure 8 

a) Histogram Values for color Image 
b) Entropy, Energy, Dispersion,   Contrast, 

Homogeneity Values for color picture 

4. Modified Work 

The primary objective of this system is to provide a 
framework for automatic search of an image repository 
based on the image content.  
 
Combining compression and image-processing operators 
has proved very effective in reducing the high 
computational complexity of the feature-extraction task, 
and sometimes in increasing the accuracy of statistical 
operators, such as classification.  
 
While the approach has been used in conjunction with a 
variety of elementary image-processing operators, we 
discuss in more detail how to apply the progressive 
framework to three complex operations: texture extraction 
[12], which retrieves information at the feature level; and 
classification [15], which attaches semantics to portions of 
the images. 
 
Texture Analysis  
 
Texture is a perceptual concept that is rather difficult to 
formalize. It roughly captures regularity and organization, 
or lack thereof, of the luminance of neighboring pixels. As 
such, it is a local property of an image; i.e., different 
regions can have different texture. Many different 

approaches have been proposed [13] to capture 
mathematically or numerically the concept of texture. 
Usually, the image is divided into square, rectangular, or 
irregular blocks, possibly overlapping, and certain 
numerical quantities, called texture features, are extracted 
from each block.  
 
Texture extraction is a rather time-consuming task, since it 
involves the computation of complex quantities for each 
block of the image. For interactive situations in which the 
features cannot be pre-computed, such as content-based 
search of real-time images and video, feature extraction 
[12] can become the major bottleneck. In our system, we 
pre-extract texture vectors, store them in files, and 
generate indexes. Still, given the large amount of data 
associated with each image, similarity search is a daunting 
task.  
 
To improve the speed of searching an image or video 
database for texture similarity, we use an approach called 
progressive texture matching. The goal is to find a 
specified number of textures in the database that are most 
similar to an example that the user provides by specifying 
one or more blocks of existing images. We assume that a 
progressive representation of the images and the videos 
being searched already exists, and in the following we 
identify it with an L-level multi-resolution pyramid 
created by Sub-band coding or by the wavelet transform. 
For each resolution level of the pyramid, we can divide the 
image approximation into regular regions (for example, 
overlapping square blocks) or into irregular regions 
according to boundaries determined by edge-detection or 
image-segmentation techniques, and compute a texture-
feature vector for each of the regions. In general, lower-
resolution approximations will result in a substantially 
smaller number of texture vectors. The extracted feature 
vectors can then be stored separately, level by level, 
together with other information about the region from 
which they were extracted, and indexed. The procedure 
progressively refines the search space by further pruning it 
at each level. 
 
Classification  
 
Classification of an image is the process of assigning 
semantic labels to the individual pixels or to distinct 
regions. In the remote-sensing community [13,14.15], 
images are often classified by analyzing each pixel 
location independently, and using as input to the classifier 
the spectral bands acquired by the instrument (typically 
four to two hundred). Different land-cover classes have 
different "spectral signatures"; for instance, water has low 
reflectance across the visible and infrared portion of the 
spectrum, vegetation has low reflectance in the red and 
high reflectance in the green and near-infrared bands, and 
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barren terrain has similar, medium-high reflectance in all 
bands.  
   
This scheme has two advantages. First, it is faster than the 
full-resolution, pixel-by-pixel approach, since in images 
from nature there is significant dependence between the 
labels of adjacent pixels, which allows large portions of 
the image to be classified at low resolution. Second, 
somewhat surprisingly, it is more accurate than the pixel-
by-pixel approach.  
 
Semantic Level Matching 
 
At semantic abstraction level images are searched based 
upon content of image required by the user. So, first and 
fore-mostly, before inserting images into the database each 
and every content of the image is classified and stored. 
Images may contain many objects in it and by using the 
classification technique illustrated in the above section 
each object is given its tag name. So, at this level user 
specifies content that is, what he wants in his required 
image. Based on tag names we search for the image in the 
database. This level is the best of all techniques and 
accurate. 

5. Query based image retrieval results: 

Our system provides a user-friendly access. User need not 
give the queries in technical terms or search for the 
efficient words to improve the search .The syntax in which 
query is to be passed is predefined The query given by the 
user is parsed into tokens and the required terms are 
identified i.e., object name, image name etc., The 
equivalent SQL query is generated. The images are 
retrieved based on these queries .The images are retrieved 
by performing a search on the existing databases. The 
exact features or objects are retrieved from the respective 
images and the result is returned, thus reducing the time 
factor. We have given group photo as input as shown in 
figure 9(a), and it also displayed matched result. Figure 
9(b) & (c) represents the outputs of query based search 
result for user specified format 1 shown in fig.9(b), and 
equivalent SQL generated query. Figure 10 (a),(b),(c) are 
query based results of other user specified formats 1 and 2 
shown in  fig.9(b), and equivalent SQL generated query. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
c) 

 
 

Figure 9:  
 a) Progressive search matching result 
 Query based retrieval Database Query Formats: 

c) Retrieve all images having object1 (hearts) 
d) Equivalent Generated SQL Query 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
c)  

 
 

Figure 10:  
a) Retrieve all images having  object1, object 2 

(buildings and trees). 
b) Equivalent Generated SQL Query 
c) Retrieve all images having no.  of objects = 

Num 

6. Discussion and Conclusion 

Pre-extracting information and generating indices 
becomes too time-consuming and impractical. We have 
explored an approach that allows the user to define new 
features at query-construction time and to use such 
features to specify new, arbitrarily complex searches. 

Within our paper, we have developed and demonstrated 
technologies to support this capability.  
 
The main contribution of our system is the capability of 
further narrowing the search results by extracting and 
manipulating user-defined features at query-execution 
time from this candidate set. Previously, this process has 
been regarded as impractical, especially in an interactive 
system, because of the high computational cost of the 
image-processing operations involved.  
 
To overcome this difficulty, it is proposed a progressive 
framework that combines image representation (in 
particular, image compression) with image processing. 
Progressive implementations of image-processing 
operators rely on the properties of the compression scheme 
to reduce significantly the amount of data to analyze 
during the feature-extraction and manipulation phases.  
 
The progressive operators are capable of extracting user-
specified features at query time, and we can use these 
features to search for new, non-predefined content, thus 
adding a new dimension to the flexibility of our query 
engine.  
 
Efficiency of Compression is further improved by using 
wavelets of order 8 and this work is under progress. 
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